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“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
---------- -------------------------------------
VOL. III. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1832. NO. 1.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
MOON UPON THE SPIRE.
We recollect, says the N. Y. Mirror, few morceaux more
graphical and poetical than “The Moon upon the Spire,” by 
Miss Gould, of which we select the first three stanzas.—N. 
Y. Observer.
The full-orbed moon has reached no higher 
Than yon old Church’s mossy spire;
And seems, as gliding up the air 
She saw the fane; and, pausing there,
Would worship, in the tranquil night,
The Prince of peace—the Source of light,
Where man for God prepared the place,
And God to man unveils his face.
Her tribute all around is seen,
She bends and worships like a queen!
Her robe of light and beaming crown,
In silence she is casting down;
And, as a creature of the earth 
She feels her lowliness of birth—
Her weakness and inconstancy 
Before unchanging purity!
Rale traveller, on thy lonely way,
’Tis well thine homage thus to pay;
To reverence that ancient pile,
And spread thy silver o’er the aisle,
Which many a pious foot hath trod,
That now is dust beneath the sod;
Where many a sacred tear has wept,
From eyes that long in death have slept.
in its simplicity and purity, and the principles 
which it inculcates fully believed and practised, 
there will be found a sound, rational, and fervent 
piety; free from fanaticism on the one hand, and 
formality on the other. If we look at Protestant 
Christendom, we behold an almost universal at­
tachment to the inestimable formularies of our 
Church. As one evidence in proof of this, I 
would state, that our Liturgy has been recently 
translated into the Chinese language, and also into 
that dialect of Indian, called Indo-Portuguese: 
the former version was made by a Presbyterian 
minister, Rev. Dr. Morrison, and the latter by a 
Wesleyan Methodist Missionary, Rev. Mr. New- 
stead. May we, then, as lovers of this book, 
evince our gratitude tor our distinguished privi­
leges, in endeavoring hy every means in our pow­
er, to promote its circulation. And let us cherish 
the expectation, in dependence on our exertions 
and the divine blessing, that the time is not far 
distant when the Bible, the only chart of life, and 
the Book of Common Prayer, as a most useful 
and invaluable concomitant, shall have been trans­
lated into every tongue and dialect under heaven; 
that all the nations, and kindreds, and tribes of 
the earth, may be able to read in their own lan­
guage, the wonderful works of God.
From Badger’s Weekly Messenger* 
FAMILY FRA/’ER.
There is no part of the Christian religion, that 
may be productive of more good than that of fam­
ily prayer, if performed with regularity and due 
solemnity. But, it is a lamentable truth, that 
scarcely any religious duty is so generally neg­
lected by professors of Christianity. Excuses the 
most frivolous, are, too often, sufficient grounds 
for its neglect. An increase of business; an irre­
ligious companion, and various other pleas equally 
irrational, are but too successfully pleaded to par­
alyse this engine of good. But are not all these, 
if rightly considered, so many powerful reasons 
why, if we are Christians, we should attend to 
the duty in question? Every one, who rightly 
performs it, will answer in the affirmative. What 
means of grace is better calculated to give and 
preserve a calm and serene frame of mind, amidst 
the tumultuous fluctuation of worldly affairs?— 
What exercise better to improve the talent of 
prayer? Andas a help thereunto, the reading of 
the sacred scriptures, which contain an inexhaust­
ible treasure of the purest sentiment and most 
expressive language. What will make more deep 
and lasting impressions on the minds of careless 
servants, thoughtless children, or an unconverted 
companion, than family prayer? The holy and 
benign influences, which result from a proper at­
tention to this part of our religion are experienced 
and enjoyed, by none, but those who engage and 
continue therein. Was it not because Abraham 
discharged this duty, the Almighty granted him a 
peculiar favor? “I know him,” said Gcd unto 
the Angel, “that he will command his children, 
and his household after him.”
Who can support the religion of the Bible, as 
revealed in its holiness, under the Gospel' dispen­
sation, with less care than was necessary in the 
twilight of patriarchal times? none!—and none, 
I presume, will expect to, but such as possess a 
very small share of the most noble and genuine 
principle of our holy religion—love to God and 
man. It is certainly very reasonable and just, that
RELIGIOUS.
BENEFIT OF THE LITURGY.
In looking over the proceedings of the London 
Prayer-Book and Homily Society, held in May, 
1830, I find the following anecdote related on 
that occasion, by Capt. Gambier, of the Royal 
Navy.
The facts recorded in it are, I think, strikingly 
illustrative of the truly evangelical tendency of 
our sublime and spiritual Liturgy. As such, they 
will doubtless he read with interest by those who 
duly appreciate the excellence of this most inval­
uable of all human compositions.
“In the course of a journey, said Capt. Gam­
bier, which I lately took to the North of England,
I became acquainted with a gentleman belonging 
to the Society of Wesleyan Methodists, who told 
me, without my seeking it from him, this remark­
able circumstance. He said, “ Sir, perhaps you 
are not aware that in our Society, when it pleases 
God to send, as he sometimes does, suddenly a 
great increase of numbers to hear the word, we 
find after a certain time—at least, this is our gene­
ral observation—that half of them usually fall 
away. Some fall into fanaticism; some dislike 
the discipline to which they are subjected; and 
others depart lor various reasons. But some time 
ago, a revival happened in the congregation to 
which I belong; and to our great surprise, that 
which we have usually observed, has not taken
lace. The minister, a most excellent person, 
as been diligently considering what are the means 
which God had been pleased to use, to prevent 
the too common declension; and he has been able 
to attribute it to no especial cause whatever, but 
the use of the Liturgy of the Church of England, 
and the wholesome instructions conveyed by 
means of it.”
Such testimony as the preceding, is no less 
pleasing than true; and in addition to it, we may 
safely add, that wherever our Liturgy is adopted
families who are subject to the same common 
blessings together, should together make their 
humble acknowledgments to the giver of them.
It is an inestimable privilege by the providence 
of God, granted unto us, that in our family cir­
cles we can erect an altar to the Lord;—and there, 
excluded from the world, offer up acceptable 
sacrifices to the Most High.
Will any, then, having the spirit of Christ, and 
possessing the mind which dwelt in Him, in these 
peaceful times when none dare molest or make 
afraid neglect the duty of family prayer ? What! 
a disciple of Jesus, and not do as much to honor 
the cause of religion, in this day of gospel light, 
as was done previous to the Mosaic dispensation 
by Job—who offered sacrifice for all his children, 
attended, undoubtedly) with fervent prayer for
their present and eternal welfare? A Christian_
and not erect and keep erected the family altar_
and morning and evening, not surround it? Who 
can believe that such persons pray with all man­
ner of prayer?
Oh! ye heads of families, who are professors of 
the religion of Jesus: think of this important 
subject; and if you have hitherto neglected the 
duty of family prayer—do so no more: imme­
diately commence it; let this day ever be remem­
bered as that on which you commenced so noble 
a work; and continue, while you dwell on earth, 
to “sow your seed in the morning, and in the even­
ing withhold not your hand; for ye know not which 
shall prosper, either this or that, or whether both 
shall be alike good.” And if you thus observe the 
commandment of the Lord, an harvest of glory 
in heaven will amply repay for your care and pains 
in sowing here.
But, if you continue to neglect this duty, in this 
luminous and pacific age, you become extremely 
guilty, and you cannot be supprised if your chil­
dren grow up entirely destitute of a true know­
ledge of God; become a cause of many sorrows 
to you; a curse to their country; and you—and 
them finally doomed to perditiou—for wrath shall 
not only be poured out “upon the heathen, but also 
“upon the families that call not upon the name 
of the Lord.”
THE GRAVE OF MY FATHER.
A year has passed since the death of my best 
earthly friend, and three years since I had heard 
his kind words and salutary admonitions. Eighty- 
five winters have howled around his head—yet 
they had not whitened his locks; nor had multi­
plied s'orrows obliterated that native energy of the 
soul, and produced that second childhood which 
is so common to age. He diopped away—he fell 
like the leaf, because he was ripened and the time 
of his gathering had come.
I stood by his grave—had traversed a long and 
tedious way for the sole purpose—and while all 
was hushed, a voice whispering from the sleeping 
dust seemed to say, “Child, have you come to 
bedew my dust with filial tears? Wipe them away 
—I am walking the streets of the New Jerusalem. 
My robes are made white in the blood of the 
Lamb. I beckon you away to the skies. Remem­
ber from your earliest childhood, I pointed you 
to the abodes of bliss—-I told you of a place ‘ where 
the inhabitants shall no more say, I am sick,’ and 
‘where all tears shall be wiped from all eyes.’ I 
told you the world you inhabit was a vale of tears, 
and you must not expect to go through it singing,
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I told you that temptations would lie in your path;
and I told you to ‘cleanse your way by giving 
place thereunto, to the words of eternal life. Lis­
ten to the voice of instruction: return to your 
home—Struggle a little longer with the madden­
ing storms, the furious whirlwinds which have 
seemed to mark you for their prey—and then with 
me shall you be safely gathered in a healthier 
clime, where not a wave of sorrow shall roll over 
you, where kindred and friend, father and child, 
shall be lost—shall be swallowed in the lather 
of all.”
My full soul was soothed; my tears had gone 
back to the fountain; I said it is enough! My 
father yet lives, and I shall see him when I die. 
The sun was setting upon the grave yard—the 
long shadow of the steeple where with him I had 
often gone to worship—the farm he had cultiva­
ted—the house he had inhabited—all lay in sight. 
I looked upon his grave for the last time; and as 
I bade farewell to the most loved spot on earth, I 
felt the last string was severed—and my connec­
tion to sublunary things forever dissolved. I felt 
like an isolated being, inhabiting this bleak world 
alone; with none to care, with none to pity. I 
felt that the guide of my youth, the counsellor of 
my days, could no more drop the tear of parental 
tenderness on my hapless head, and I longed to 
mingle my dust with his—I longed again to talk 
with him of that heavenly world, he had while on 
earth so delightfully anticipated—and drink with 
him the pure river of the waters of life, and pluck 
from the tree on either side of the river, that fruit 
which grows alone in the paradise of God.
From the Sunday School Journal. 
THE INFLUENCE OF RELIGION ON A FAMILY.
There is one influence of the early inculcation 
of religious sentiments which, if it be as potent as 
I imagine it is, must pe peculiarly dear to the feel­
ings of every American citizen. It is its bearing 
on the love of country.
Jt cannot be denied, that this republic, in a 
sense which is not true of any other nation, has 
been based on the principles of the Bible. These 
principles have made us what we are; and the 
experiment in this country is the only fair tri­
al of the application of pure sentiments to civil 
government that the world has known.
Another fact which I suppose will receive the 
assent of every parent is, that no man can be
true lover of liberty who is not a lover of virtue. 
There is a kind of freedom, indeed, that a man 
of dissipated habits may love. It is the freedom 
of licentiousness. But the genuine lover of liber­
ty must be a man of virtue. National indepen­
dence is much more than freedom from foreign res­
traint. There is no other earthly feeling so deep 
and so closely connected with virtuous principle 
and large views as the love of liberty. The tree 
of freedom never yet has started up on an impure 
soil, nor born fruit in an impure atmosphere. In­
dependence is the product of lofty purposes, and 
great views, and fixed principles of soul. No li­
berty has yet been safe where it became the pro­
perty of the licentious, and they were the guar­
dians of the common wealth. No nation has lived 
long, nor can live long, that is not virtuous. The 
parent will feel, therefore, that his sons will soon 
be thrown into this theatre of things. Can he 
manifest his love of country so well as by binding 
his sons to virtuous law. Is there any mode in 
which he can so readily extend his name, to pre- 
petuate the great blessings so dear to an American, 
bosom, as by teaching them to esteem freedom on­
ly as it is virtuous? In what way shall it be done? 
H ow, but by^ imbuing them with a profound re­
gard for the great maxims which have hitherto 
defended and guided the state? How, but by 
making virtue their shield'; but by giving them an 
expanded benevolence for mankind: but by filling 
their infant bosoms with profound regard for the 
pure morals which characterized our early nation­
al existence, and for that book which has indubi­
tably, been laid as the base of our national virtue ?
There is much in the early associations of chil­
dren. leach them that liberty and morals are 
connected, that education on a wide scale and 
morals go hand in hand, and that morals cannot
be separated from religion, and you have forgoten a 
silver chain, which shall always bind their powers 
to the love of country. Make them acquainted 
with the fact beneath the paternal roof, that law 
depends for its obligatory force on the power of 
conscience, and on the will of the great presiding 
intellect of the universe; that such is the impres­
sion of a venerated father, and such must be the 
association in all correct views of law, that the 
influence of the early association will attend them 
in every situation, will meet them at every place 
which reminds them of law, and will insure a vir­
tuous attachment to their country. It is possi­
ble to make, in the view of a child, every thing a
of a child of the value of virtuous prudence; an 
early adhesion to the great truths which pertain 
to the divine existence; and an early belief in the 
rewards of virtue, and the tremendous penalties of 
vice, are not as well adapted to the exigencies of 
our country as the scheme which persuades men 
that vice and virtue are on a level, and that our 
church are in a forsaked and fatherless world?
A parent loving his sons will be slow to forget,that 
if his sons do not enbrace the truth, and are not 
brought up in the path of adherence of the truth, 
they will fall into the schemes of sceptics.
The parent has only to choose between the sys­
tem of truth and the system of corruption. He 
will either teach his sons truth and form them toremembrance of the connexion of virtue with lih-L
erty. The view of a family, the place of educ^j virtuous habits, and make^them the friencis at once
—' of their country and of benevolence, or he will 
leave them open to infidel feelings, and narrow 
conceptions, and degrading vice. In view of the 
destinies of his soul and of his country, let him 
judge of his duty.
tion, the churches of God, all may revive the ear 
ly impression, and continue to rivet the early in­
struction on the soul.
I wish to press this point by an additional con­
sideration. No small part of the true felicity and 
prosperity of a nation consists in kind feeling and 
diffusive philanthropy. I deny that such feeling 
or philanthropy is part of infidel sentiment or irre­
ligious training, in any possible form. Infidelity 
has no attachment to the great Fountain of right 
feeling. It is a system, so far as form has ever 
been given to it, of doubt, and hesitancy, and re­
pulsiveness. There is no congenial feeling which 
binds an unbeliever as such to his fellow men. He 
is attached supremely to his own interest. To de­
part from that, or to deny himself, or to seek the 
welfare of others, at great personal sacrifice, is to 
abandon his system. Let a man doubt on the sub­
ject of religion, and he will soon doubt on every 
other topic. A system of religious scepticism 
does by no means stop on the subject of religion.
Such is the structure of the mind, that a habit of 
scepticism on the subject of religion pervades all 
the faculties, and renders all things uncertain, and 
casts the spirit on a boisterous ocean, without a 
guide or a polar star.
Nor is this fact of little moment in reference to 
the political welfare of this nation. The plan of 
which this government has been framed is one of 
vast compass. It is designed for an enlarged and 
liberal policy. It can never fit in with a narrow 
and contracted estimate of things. The extent 
of our territory, the facilities of intercourse, the 
relations to other countries, and our singular pros­
perity, all require a large and liberal employment 
a of moral and physical forces, to further the great 
interests of man. Unless appearance is decep­
tive, our country is to exert an influence in the 
cause of freedom, morals, and religion, that is yet 
to be felt in every portion of the oppressed and 
uncivilized world.
The great purposes to which this nation seems 
to be destined will not be gained but by a diffu­
sion of expanded feeling. Our country has risen 
by a libera! policy in respect to schools. It will 
be sustained only by an expansion of that policy, 
to reach the growing wants of increasing millions.
It owes much of its moral grandeur to provisions 
for those in necessity—to hospitals, and alms­
houses, and asylums, and kind provisions of the 
poor. Its moral beauties will be perpetuated on­
ly as the doors of asylums are opened to all the 
insane; and schools of instruction to all the chil­
dren.of poor, and to all the deaf and dumb: and 
hospitals for every hapless son of misfortune.
Our glory has risen as the Bible has imbedded its 
holy maxims into opening minds, and bound them 
to country, to home, and to heaven. It will in • 
crease only as those maxims shall sink into each 
opening mind, and be welcomed in every part of 
this far spreading population. It is a moral power 
only that is to wield the destinies of this republic 
It is virtue only. It is liberal feeling. It is a deep 
national sense of the value of enlightened liberty.
I appeal to every virtuous father, whether an 
infide son is fitted to act in this state of things- I 
ask whether infidels are the uniform friends of li­
berty; whether they are first to devise schemes is so. 
of kindness to the needy and distressed, whether 
they originate the projects of schools, and colle­
ges; and whether they are first in the great cau­
ses of benevolence? Or it comes up to the full 
necessities of the argument which I am pressing 
to ask, whether an early impression on the mind
EFFECTS OF KINDNESS.
A few ladies in the city of New-York formect 
themselves into a society for the purpose of re­
lieving the wants of the w ives of the intemperate, 
where it could be done without encouraging the 
drunkard—and to place their children in Sabbath 
Schools.
Their first object of compassion, was the family 
of one^who for eleven years had given himself en­
tirely to his cups, till his amiable wife and helpless 
children were reduced to the greatest wretched­
ness.’ The ladies called upon hep made known 
their message, presented her with suitable raiment 
for her children to appear in Sabbath schools, and 
added, you can do as you think proper respecting 
your husband—acquaint him with the object or 
not. Sabbath morning came. A lady with fal­
tering steps, descended the cellar, to take the in­
mates to school—for she feared the incensed hus­
band might pour out his wrath and forbid her tak­
ing the children along with her. As she slowly 
advanced, all was silent. She ventured, and to 
her astonishment, the father was sitting quietly 
on one side of the room; a son about 10 was 
in a corner neatly clad, with a testament in 
his hand ; a little girl of four, fair as a new blown 
rose, was attired in a new suit; and the room itself 
perfect neatness. She said are the children ready ? 
when the mother, taking the girl by the hand, led 
her to the lady without saying a word—for her 
heart was full at such new and unexpected kind­
ness: and they joyfully hasted to the Sabbath 
School together. The father was a man of sense: 
and low as he had sunk, had not yet lost all sen­
sibility. That sabbath was a new" day to him.__
He saw he had deserted his helpless offspring 
and the kind hand of charity had taken them 
up. He saw them clad in decent apparel— 
not by his industry; and he then resolved he would 
be a fool no longer. His wife took the Bible 
which he had often forbid her reading, and he 
said, “Sarah, will you read aloud?” She com­
plied. In a few moments he exclaimed, if I again 
drink another drop, may I die in the attempt. A 
rash resolve—but it has never been broken. The 
next morning he went in quest of employ—found 
it, and Saturday night brought to his happy wife
a handsome sum—placed his children in school_
removed from his cellar to a comfortable apart­
ment, and as far as the most assiduous attention 
and kindness, would do it, atoned for all past 
abuse—and soon saw his happy family comforta­
ble around him.
A few weeks from this happy change, the lady 
who had taken his children to Sabbath School had 
called to conduct the little girl to a day School, 
and was met by the father, who stopped and most 
politely accosted her, saying—“You are taking 
my little girl to a school. I have earned twenty 
shillings this morning, and I hope I shall soon be 
in a condition to make my family comfortable.” It 
is so. He has continued an industrious, sober man 
and his wife the happiest, that can possibly be; 
and his gratitude to the lady who first clothed and 
led his children to Sabbath School is almost un-
paralled.
Such was the effect of this noiseless rebuke— 
and such was the reward of those who stretched
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out their hands to the needy. A family raised 
from the lowest degradation, to a state of comfort 
—and the heart of the bowed down made to sing 
for joy.
From the New York Observer. 
CATHOLICISM IN FRANCE.
I have already intimated in my preceding letters, 
that the principal cause of the hatred which Catho­
licism has excited against itself is the opposition 
to the progress of liberty of which it is accused. 
It is not surprising that the Romish church has 
been thus accused; for history proves on every 
page that its priests have opposed the just claims 
of the people, and that they have seconded with 
zeal the most criminal usurpations of despots. 
This is especially true of the history of France.
At all times, since the origin of the feudal sys­
tem, the Romish ecclesiastics have been leagued 
with kings and nobles to keep the nation under a 
hard and humiliating bondage. We have seen it 
exemplified in a striking manner within the last 
few years. The Catholic clergy almost univer­
sally, have avowed themselves enemies to the free 
institutions of the charter, and the jesuits in par­
ticular have attempted to stifle public liberty by 
every means in their power. These facts, and 
others which I have not room to mention, have 
created in the minds of a great part of the French 
people, a conviction, which it is impossible to 
eradicate, that the Romish church can never sym­
pathise with the present march of civilization, nor 
with the wishes of a people who desire to remain 
free. The French Catholic clergy, in consequence, 
excite in many a deep distrust, in some even a 
bitter hatred, and this hostility does not stop at 
the men who teach religious doctrines, but it at­
tacks the doctrines also, and threatens to destroy 
the Church to its foundations. In choosing be­
tween liberty, which they love with all their heart, 
and Catholicism, to which they are held only by 
the force of habit, most Frenchmen will not bal­
ance long. If one of the two must be sacrificed, 
it will not be liberty, but Catholicism that will j 
perish!
The majority of French Priests have shut their 
eyes, upon their danger. Some, however, are 
found, who have sufficient sagacity and discern­
ment to perceive their true situation. They un­
derstand that to preserve any influence over the 
mass of the nation, they must be, or at least must 
appear to be friends of liberty. They have avow­
ed that this was the only means of giving the Ro­
mish church favor and influence—that it was not 
possible to struggle with success against the cur­
rent of liberal opinions, and, to use their own 
phrase, that luithout liberty there is no more safety 
for their church in France. This avowal they have 
often repeated, especially since the revolution of 
July. After that revolution the priests of whom 
I speak perceived the necessity of professing libe­
ral principles, and of even becoming democrats 
and demagogues in order to rally around themselves 
a part of the nation. This was a shrewd calcu­
lation, a skilful manouvre, and it is well known 
that there are always to be met in the bosom of 
the papacy ecclesiastics who are not wanting in 
shrewdness or skill.
In the beginning of the month of September, 
1832, that is to say, four or five weeks after the 
revolution, some priests, aided by a small number 
of the laity, published a journal bearing the title; 
“L’Avenir,” and having for its motto; “God 
and Liberty.”
Those words, adopted for their device, were in­
tended to indicate the spirit in which the journal 
would be conducted. The editors proposed to 
reconcile Catholicism with liberal principles, to 
conclude a peace between the two great powers 
which govern the world, liberty and religion, and 
to show to France that it was wrong to distrust 
the Catholic clergy. The design was grand; nor 
was the journal less distinguished for the talents 
of the men by whom it was conducted. But be­
fore entering into details respecting this journal, 
let me say a few words in relation to the celebra­
ted man at the head of the association, the abbe 
de la Mennais.
For a period of forty years, no Catholic priest 
has produced so great an influence on public
opinion by his writings as Mr. de LA Mennais. tears. The gamblers told him they allowed no 
He has been styled the Bossuet of the nineteenth babies there, and that he must quit his snuffling, or 
century, and his profound and comprehensive leave the room. My friend likewise lost his money 
views of the subjects upon which he employs him- —and in spite of my entreaties, he continued to 
self, tile acuteness of his logical powers, and the go there until he had beggared himself,and broken, 
in a degree the heart of his mothereloquence of his style, give him a fair claim to 
this distinguished title. Infidels themselves have
been compelled to acknowledge the fine talents , he soon acquired a great appetite, was found, gra 
of this writer. He published d tring the first years I tis—consequently he became a drunkard^ and day 
of the restoration, a work entitled: “ An Essay before yesterday he was carried to his “narrow 
on Indifference in matters of Religion.” In this cell” from the Park Hospital, having failed a victim
book, which comprises several volumes, he attacks 
successively Atheists, Deists, and especially Prot­
estants. The Essay was received with enthusi­
asm; the pious Catholics viewed it as the anchor 
which would prevent the shipwreck of their church, 
and Infidels could not help admiring this powerful 
antagonist who had descended, covered with for­
midable arms, into an arena, where they bad been 
accustomed to see but few and feeble combatants. 
Mr. de la Mennais published successively other 
works in which he exhibited religion, particularly 
in its relation to politics. At this period (that is 
between 1820 and 1830) Mr. de la Mennais sup­
ported the principles and doctrines of absolute 
power; he took Spain for the model of a good 
government; he could not conceive how a state 
could tolerate various modes of worship; he cen­
sured unsparingly all that had been done since 
1789; he laughed at liberal principles, and was 
in short the boldest champion of the old dynasty. 
On the subject of religion, he was idtra-montane, 
that is to say, he denied the freedom of the French 
church, and the four articles of the famous dec­
laration of Bossuet in the assembly of clergy in 
1682. He maintained that the Pope ought to 
have in France absolute authority in spiritual mat­
ters, and that no one, neither priest nor layman, 
had a right to offer the least resistance to the de­
crees of the Roman pontiff.
From the Journal of Commerce. 
GAMBLING IN NEW-YORK. 
Gentlemen: As you are guardians of the pub­
lic weal, and no doubt are willing to raise your 
influential voice against any thing which may have 
a tendency to destroy the morals of the commu­
nity, I have to request of you, as a subscriber, that 
you will expose the system of plundering that is 
carried on in our city, through the assisance of 
Roulette Tables. In the Bowery there are, in 
public places too, three different houses in which 
these “concerns”are kept, and to the knowledge 
of the writer of this, more than twenty young 
men have, within the last six months, been changed 
from sober, respectable, intelligent, nay, (some of 
them) amiable young men, to DRUNKEN VA­
GABONDS; and how many more, lam unable 
able to say. One case I will relate. A friend of
mine, W-------- , got in the habit of going out
somewhere, evening, and I soon found that it was 
these temporary “hells” which exerted such a 
powerful influence over him. By long persuasions,
I prevailed upon him to tell me where they were, 
that I might go with him. He told me—he took 
me with him, and introduced me into the room.
I spent the whole evening there in watching the 
black legs,’ “modus operandi.” After they had 
arranged their “bank,” which consisted of $200 
or $300 in silver, they brought a number of de­
canters into the room, and urged the company, 
which consisted of 2 or 3 young students, 5 or 6 
clerks, and 8 or 10 journeyman mechanics and la­
borers—in all 20, to drink, telling them, “it’s free 
-7—gratis.” They then commenced rolling the ball 
and the company commenced betting. I soon 
observed, Jthat, as in lotteries, a great per centage 
went to the keeper of the table. I stayed until 
12 at night and heard little else but blasphemy 
during the whole evening.
About half past 11 the company began to drop 
off, one at a time, until they had all left but one or 
two, and these played until they had lost all their 
money. One of them, after some hesitation, then 
staked his watch, it was gold, and worth $40. He 
watched the movements of the table until $39 of 
the $40 which the watch was worth were lost. He 
then bet the last dollar on the watch—it was lost. 
He cast his eyes to heaven and exclaimed, “It 
was the gift of my dying mother!” and burst into
Fie was un­
able to quit the temptation; and drink, for which
to the Cholera.
I have been thinking what means to>take, to break 
up these houses: but can pitch upon none better 
than the voice of the public press. If a complaint 
were entered against them, to the authorities, it 
would be useless.
What I have written to you is as true as “holy 
writ,” and will you net expose them? I ask it as 
a citizen, and as a patro® of your valuable journal. 
It is your duty to expose them; and perhaps it de­
pends on your voice, whether hundreds of young 
men shall be ruined or not.-
A SUBSCRIBER.
P. S. ‘ A Subscriber,’ can give you his name 
and residence, if you wish, and make an oath to 
all the above.
THE GRAVE.
O the grave! the grave! It buries every error, 
covers every defect; it extinguishes every resent­
ment. From its peaceful bosom spring none but 
fond regrets and recollections; who can look down 
on the grave even of an enemy, and not feel a 
compunctious throb, that even he should have 
warred with the poor handful of earth that lies 
mouldering before him? But the grave of those 
we love—what a place for meditation! Then it is 
we call up in long review the whole history of vir­
tue and gentleness, and the thousand endearments 
lavished upon us, almost unheeded, in the daily 
intercourse of intimacy—then it is we dwell upon 
the tenderness, the solemn and awful tenderness of 
the parting scene; the bed of death, with all the 
stifled grief; its noiseless attendants; its mute 
\yatchful assiduities; the last testimonies of expi­
ring love, the feeble fluttering. Oh! how thrilling 
is the pressure of the hand, the fond look of the 
glancing eye; turning upon us, even from the 
threshhold of existence; the faint, faltering ac­
cents of struggling in death to give one more as­
surance of affection. Ay, go to the grave of hur­
ried love and meditate! There settle the ac­
count with thy conscience of every past en­
dearment, unregarded, of that departed being, 
who never—never—can return to be soothed by 
contrition! If thou art a child, and hast ever ad­
ded a sorrow to the soul, or a furrow to the silver­
ed brow of an affectionate parent—if thou art a 
husband, and hast hast ever caused the fond bosom 
that ventured its whole happiness in thy arms to 
doubt one moment of thy kindness or thy truth— 
if thou art a friend, anil hast ever wronged in 
thought, or word or deed, the spirit that generous­
ly confided in thee—if thou art a lover, and hast 
ever given one unmerited pang to the the true 
heart that now lies cold and still beneath thy feet 
—then be sure that every unkind look, every un­
gentle action, will come thronging back upon thy 
memory, and knocking dolefully' at thy soul— 
then be sure that thou lie down sorrowing and 
utter the unheard groan, and pour the unavailing 
tear— nore bitter, because unheard and unavailing. 
Washington Irving.
“The Arian Self-confuted.—Two gentle­
men were once disputing on the divinity of Christ. 
One of them who argued against it, said, ‘If it 
were true, it certainly would have been expressed 
in more clear and unequivocal terms.’ ‘Well,’ 
said the other, ‘admitting that you believed so, 
were you authorised to teach it, and allowed to, 
use your own language, how would you express 
the doctrine to make it indubitable?’—‘I would 
say,’ replied he, ‘that Jesus Christ is the true God. 
—‘You are very happy,’ rejoined the other, ‘in 
the choice of your words; for you have happened 
to hit upon the very words of inspiration. St. 
John, speaking of the Son, says, “This is the true 
God and eternal life." ”—1 John v. 20.”
my heart, this is somewhere near, the attainment 
of their primitive design of conjugal bliss meted 
out to our first parents in the Eden of happiness.
I have been invited to their house—have seen the 
fruit of unjust anger from the husband, or feversh 
murmur of discontent from the wife—and seen 
such an “unequal yoking,” that I concluded with 
Watts, they must liave “missed their partners on 
the road.” When I would come in contact with 
another surrounded with all the world calls good; I 
would go in and tarry for the night, or take up my 
abode for months, and my heart would be sicken- 
withed the disgusting, the sad proofs of the false 
appendages of happiness hung out here. And I 
have gone, too, into the family—where the morn­
ing and evening prayer was daily offered, and heard 
the jarrings of discordant strings till I was well 
nigh concluding, a fatality or an irrevocable de­
cree had been issued, that peace and love should 
forsake every heart where the relation of family 
connection existed.
In the midst of my dilemma, chance (might I 
not say Providence?) threw in my way a pair 
where I found no mistake. Long my suspicious 
eves watched for some rupture—some breakings 
out of hidden rancor; but looked in vain: it was 
not there. I could compare this union to nothing 
but two drops of water coming in contact, each 
swallowed by each, and lost in one; and all this 
seemed to be the spontaneous result of oneness 
of heart. The children, too, knew no separate in­
terest, and often, when I have sat at their table 
or fireside, has my heart silently said, if this be a 
specimen of the earth, I should conclude that do­
mestic bliss was not in the least impaired by the 
fall. After a long acqaintance, I asked the grand 
secret of all this. She answered affection and con­
fidence. He never spake unkindly, nor never de­
ceived me. 1 am happy from necessity. His re­
quests rational and sincere, and choice compels me 
to answer them. And (would you believe me? she 
said in conclusion, I have never known a wish that 
caused any jar or if felt, that was ever expressed. 
Such was this family, such they lived together, 
and sucA she died. Their mutual kindness in sick­
ness was unparallelled, and where earthly happi­
ness measured by this family, the world could hard­
ly be said to be a vale of tears. And this was the 
only one I ever found, where peace unalloyed and 
dwelled forever. Yet I would
For the Gambier Observer. 
COMMENCEMENT AT KENYON COLLEGE.
Mr. Editor,—It may possibly interest some 
of the distant friends of Kenyon College to learn 
how its public commencement exercises would 
strike a passing stranger. I arrived, in that char­
acter, upon College Hill some hours before the 
literary exhibitions commenced, and with your 
indulgence, will freely though briefly communi­
cate my impressions.
Before I enter upon literary matters permit me 
to say how much 1 was pleased with the elevated, 
dry, and peculiarly delightful situation in which 
the College is built, and my absolute astonishment 
at the members collected to attend upon the in­
teresting Conventional and literary services of the 
season. The humble yet spacious edifice in which 
the services are at present held will easily accom­
modate three or four hundred persons, and on the 
present occasion it was full to the overflowing, 
and presented a scene strangely but delightfully 
in contrast with the silent beauty of the surround­
ing rural scenery. A neighborhood which can 
thus early pour forth its hundreds of well dressed 
inhabitants, must itself speedily furnish no incon­
siderable supplies to the number of College Stu­
dents.
You who know the institution to be in its ear­
liest infancy will easily be able to account for the 
smallness of the number in the Graduating class, 
which was only three. To render the literary en­
tertainment more varied, the anniversaries of seve­
ral of the college societies were held in connex­
ion with Commencement. This was taken into 
the account when the productions of the young 
were compared, as an whole, with the usual Com­
mencement exercises of older colleges. And yet 
I was hardly sensible that they were any way in­
ferior. On the contrary, I was delighted to ob­
serve that the style of writing was more than com­
monly free from those downwright purilities which 
have given birth to the well known college epi­
thet—sophomore. The subjects and tone of sen­
timent, and even the manner of writing were sin­
gularly manly. The moral influence of the Dra­
ma was made matter of calm discussion in a spirit 
very remote from the dogmatism and bombast 
which are commonly heard. And the character 
of one of our national poets—Bryant, was handled 
with much discrimination, fairness and taste. Had 
that lover of lofty sentiment and refined feeling 
been present to have heard this humble eulogy,
I doubt not it would have awakened sensations of 
far deeper satisfaction, than if unbounded com­
mendations had been heaped upon him in the style 
some of our national orators.
I cannot say that I am a great admirer of the 
antiquated fashion of doing some parts of com­
mencement business in latin—just as our forefa­
thers made their prayers and conducted their ju­
dicial concerns; and have even found it hard to 
conceive why this mummery should be retained 
in our schools any more than in our courts and in 
our churches. But if, at any rate, we must have 
it, let us by all meam> have it, in that style of terse 
and elegant latinity, and breathing those high and 
holy desires, which characterized the few senten­
ces in which Professor Sparrow (there being no 
President) conferred the degrees.
The Episcopalians of Ohio—nay rather let me 
say, of the United states may well find delightful 
employment in fostering this most promising In­
stitution with unwearied care. May the God of 
Providence supply the means of its unbounded 
success, and the spirit of all Gra'ce convert it into 
a nursery of pious members and devoted minis­
ters of the Church.
A TRAVELLER.
HAPPY FAMILIES.
It has been my lot, as a sojourner on earth to 
find no resting place—and “in all my wanderings 
round this world'of care,” I have looked, and look­
ed, for some happy family, which might answer 
the reasonable expectations of a state, so admira­
bly calculated even by God himself, to promote 
the best good and greatest happiness of any on 
earth. I have seen the husband and wife abroad 
manifesting all that reciprocal attention and kind­
ness which makes life tolerable, and said within
der thee, saying, Is this the man that made the 
earth to tremble—that did shake kingdoms—that 
make the world as a wilderness?’ * * * *
“ Campbell’s expression—
‘ Her march is on the mountain wave,
Her home is on the deep.’
will remind you of the Psalmist’s—‘ Thy path is 
in the sea, and thy footsteps in the great deep.’ 
When a poet said that the Apollo Belvidere ap­
pears to have shot the arrow ‘less by an effort than 
a command,’ he expressed a noble idea, worthy 
the transcendent statue; but when Habakkuk 
says of the Holy One, ‘ He stood and measured 
the earth; he beheld, and drove assunder the na­
tions,’ the sublime conception of power exercised 
by the mere movement of will, is carried to a 
height worthy the true and living God—the God 
of Heaven! Young well expresses the same style 
of sentiment—
‘ Whose word was nature’s birth,
The shadow of whose hand is Nature’s shield,
Her dissolution his suspended smile.”
For the Gambier Observer.
PROTESTANTS BEHOLD THE FOLLOWING 
ROMAN CATHOLIC NOTES!
Which are taken from the Rheimish Testament, 
called Dr. Troy’s Bible, printed by R. Coyne, in 
1816, Dublin subscribed and sanctioned by him, 
his Primate, Keilly, by the present Dr. Murray, 
Titular Archbishop of Dublin, and by all the Ro­
man Catholic Prelates, and Chief Clergy of Ire­
land generally.—And the Chief Clergy in Rheinl­
and Douay, pronounced this of their first editions- 
—“In this Work can nothing be found that is not 
in agreement with the doctrine and piety of the 
Catholic Church.”
Note on Acts, chap. 28. v. 22.—The Church of 
God, calling the Protestant doctrine heresy in the 
worst sort that ever was, doeth rightly and justly.”
Note on Acts, chap. 19. v. 19—A Christian should 
deface and burn all heretical books.
Note on Heb. chap. 5. v. 6.—“The translations 
of the English Protestant bible should be abhorred 
to the depths of hell.”
Note on Matthew, chap. 13. v. 29.—“The good 
must tolerate the evil when it is so strong that it 
cannot be redressed without danger or disturbance 
of the whole Church, otherwise where evil men,
unremitting d elled forever. et I ould not be they heretics or other malefactors, may be pun- 
conclude there is no other on the globe, but must • ’ « ’ , ~ < 1
fear, they are “like angels’ visits, few and far
between.”
ished and suppressed without hazard of the good‘ 
they may and ought by public authority either 
spiritual or temporal, be chastized or executed.”
Note on John, chap. 10. v. 1.—Heb., chap. 5. v. 1. 
—“ All Protestant Clergy are theives, murderers, 
and ministers of the devil,—-leaders of rebllion 
against the lawful authority of the Catholic priest 
—they are engaged in a damnable revolt against 
the Priests of God’s Church which is the bane of 
our days and country.”
Note on Mark, chap. 1. v. 25.—“As the devil 
acknowledging the Son of God was bid to hold 
his peace; therefore neither heretic’s sermons 
must be heard—no, not though they preach the 
truth. I heir prayers and services, though ever so 
good in themselves, are out of their mouth no bet­
ter than the howling of wolves.
Note on Acts chap. 10.—The Church service of 
England being in heresy and schism, is not only 
unprofitable but damnable.”
Note on Rev., chap. 11. v. 6, 20.—Christian peo­
ple, Bishops especially should have great zeal 
against heretics, of whatsoever name, after the 
example of holy Elias,—that in zeal killed 450 
false prophets.”
Note on Luke, chap. 9. v. 55.—“As the fact of 
Elias was not reprehended neither is the Church, 
nor Christian friends, blamed by God for putting
PLAGIARISM OF GREAT POETS.
“Lord Byron’s descriptive apostrophe to Rome, 
as the ‘Niobe of nations,’—‘childless and crown­
less in her voiceless woe,’—‘a marble wilderness,’ 
and ‘lone mother of dead empires,’—is in its pri­
mary idea of a decayed kingdom personified as a 
‘woman forsaken and grieved in spirit,’ but an 
eloquent paraphrase of the opening of Lamenta­
tions—“How doth the city sit solitary that was 
full of people! how is she become as a widow! 
she that was great among the nations, and prin­
ces, how is she become tributary 1 she weepeth 
sore in the night, and her tears are on her cheeks; 
among all her lovers she hath none to comfort 
her; all her friends have dealt treacherously with 
her—they are become her enemies.” Again: I 
know you greatly admire the same poet’s ‘Ode to 
Napoleon.’ Do so; but admire also Isaiah’s on 
the fail of Sennacherib the Napoleon of Babylon; 
and observe too, that, independen tof a general re­
semblance throughout, in point of structure, Lord 
Byron’s first and finest stanza is altogether deriv­
ed from the prophet—
“ This past—but yesterday a king,
And armed with kings to strive,
And now thou art a nameless king;
So abject, yet alive!
Is this the man of thousand thrones,
Who strewed our earth with hostile bones?
And can he thus survive?*
Since he miscalled the morning star,
No man nor fiend hath fallen so far.”
‘He who smote the people in wrath with a con­
tinual stroke is persecuted, and none hindereth.__
How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer son 
of the morning, how art thou cut down to the 
ground, which didst weaken nations! They that 
ee thee shall narrowly look upon thee, and consi- •
heretics to death.
Note on Acts, chap. 25. v. 10.—“If St. Paul ap­
pealed to Caesar, not yet christened how much 
more may we call, for the aid of Christian Princes, 
lor the punishment of heretics.”
Weow Heb., chap. 13. v. 17—Rev., chap. 13v.G. 
—- When Rome puts heretics to death and allows 
their punishment in other countries, their blood 
is not of saints, nor is it more to be accounted of 
than that ot theives, mankillers, or other malefac­
tors.
Note on 1 TAessaZontans, chap. 2 v. 13. The
adversaries (heretics) will have no word of God 
but what is written and contained in Scripture, 
but here they may learn, that whatsoever the law­
ful Pastors teach in the unity of the same Church 
is to be taken for Gods own word.
GAMBIER OBSERVER,
there taught the elements of knowledge, on the 
only basis, that of the religion of the Bible. This 
is inculculated with the most asiduous care. It is 
made, the one thing needful in their instruction. 
There is also, an evening school for adults. Who 
can doubt but that here is a nursery which will 
furnish ministers and zealous laymen for the church 
of France. Already are the hearts of their teach­
ers cheered by witnessing in several decided evi­
dences of piety. Among the the number who 
who give such evidences, one was mentioned as 
possessing a strength of character highly remarka­
ble.
From a letter to the Editor of the Philadelphian. 
RELIGION IN PARIS.
Twelve years ago there were but two places of 
Protestant worship here of any kind, in which the 
French language was used. Two sermons a week 
only were preachd in these two churches; one in 
each; and these two sermons were generally not 
gospel sermons. Now, according to a printed 
handbill before me entitled “Indications of the 
places where the gospel is preached in Paris,” there 
were last winter eight distinct places in which the 
word of life is declared ten times (i. e. ten gospel 
sermons are preached) on the Sabbath, and eight 
times during the week. The same handbill states, 
that Sabbath-school instruction is also given to 
children at these various places. Most of these 
changes have been effected during the last three 
or four years.
I have attended some of these chapels and 
schools. Of the former, the one which may be 
said to stand at the head of the list is situated in 
the fashionable part of the city, and is a neat room 
of about forty feet square, well fitted up with chairs 
and a desk. The audience that attends here con­
sists mostly of people of the higher classes. Ad­
miral Count Verhuel, a peer of France, the Duke 
and Dutches de Broglie, the latter a daughter of 
Mde. De Stael, and their family, and other dis­
tinguished persons, are regular attendants. In 
the winter the room is crowded; more come than 
can find admittance; and even now, when every 
body may be said to have fled on account of the 
cholera, or have gone to the country to pass the 
fine season, it is well filled.
The chapel next in importance is located in the 
most forlorn part of the city. It stands, so to speak 
at the opposite extreme of city life from the one 
just mentioned. Here the audience, instead of 
being of the higher classes, is composed of the 
lowest, with few exceptions. Here it is that “the 
poor have the Gospel preached unto them.” This 
chapel is connected with a famous school. Judging 
from the little I have heard, the history of its foun­
dation is one of peculiar interest.
The enterprise was thought somewhat hazard­
ous, as it proved to be. Those who engaged in it 
were exposed to perils similar to those which the 
apostle Paul encountered in his labours to found 
churches. They were not, indeed, stoned, as 
were the apostle at Lystra, but they were in im­
minent danger of being torn to pieces by a furi­
ous mob. Every opprobrious epithet was heap­
ed upon them, commencing with that of 11 Jesuits." 
They were assailed with the most direful threats of 
of “hanging,, shooting,” and the like; and pis­
tols were actually brought, with which to do the 
work. They were even collared, and had blows 
aimed at them: but One who is mighty kept them 
from receiving the least injury. When God de­
fends the standard of the cross, how futile are the 
efforts of its foes I how soon are they vanquished! 
It needed but the efficacy of his grace to attend 
the use of a few simple means, and this turbulent 
and threatening multitude are disarmed of all their 
enmity; nay, it is changed, into friendship t for 
no sooner were they made to understand by ad­
dresses and peaceable demonstrations who the 
preachers were, and their design, than the cry was, 
“that is the very religion we want; come and 
give it to us.” Some, however, thought that they 
themselves had become too old to learn it, but their 
children must have it. “ You shall teach it to our 
children,” say they. The result was, that after 
a short time there were crowds of attentive and 
orderly listeners: the place was found to be too 
small and a larger one was procured; and then 
a larger still—and ultimately, the school for chil- 
dred which had been opened, first on Sunday, and 
afterwards at the request of the people, on week 
days, having also greatly increased, it was thought 
expedient to purchase and fit up, at a considera­
ble expense, a convenient establishment.—And 
there it stands, a noble institution! Six hundred 
children from infancy to advanced childhood, are
HOME.
Wliat real Christian will not delight in the view and the en 
joyment of thescene contemplated in the following extract from 
the beautiful reflections of the “ Portraiture of a Christian 
gentleman?” The Christian woman never appears more fully 
in the nobleness and loveliness of her character than when dis­
charging the unostentatious duties of her own dwelling.— 
Gospel Messenger.
To distinguish the specious and the sparkling 
from the solid and useful, is an exercise of dis­
crimination of great importance to the Christian 
gentleman in his family, Home is, after all, his 
nearest concern, and should be the main concern 
of her on whom the dignity of home depends. 
A vagrant charity but ill compensates for a de- 
' serted hearth, a distracted economy, and a loose 
domestic government. The moral landscape is 
imperfect without a good foreground: it is that 
which gives value to the distant scenery. Home 
is the nucleus of national morality. Popular 
meetings and the bustle of management, are apt 
to usurp upon those duties which, it defectively 
performed, leave society in want of that prima­
ry nourishment which is not to be superseded by 
artificial substitutes. The mother should be the 
moon of her little world, and recruit her horn from 
the source of genuine illumination: her light, so 
borrowed and so dispensed, is soft, serene, and 
holy; and her influence flows out from a cen­
tre of. interior lovelines, till it fills the circle 
with which she is surrounded. But while all are 
for educating all, specific culture may lie neglect­
ed; and the simple, tender task of maternal man­
agement is ill exchanged for the ambulatory and 
ambitious range of distant objects.
______________________________ 5
the society schools, and had read the Gospels as 
a class book. He became convinced that his own 
religion was a fable and that idolatry was sinful. 
On his father taking him a short time since to an 
idol feast, he refused to bow to the idol when his 
father and others did so: on being asked why he 
refused, he told them it was impossible that a wood ­
en image could be God, and that he would not bow 
to it: his father immediately proceeded to violent 
measures and made him bow to it. On their go­
ing home, the father renewed the dispute with the 
boy; upon which the boy renewed the argument 
against idolatry, and said—■“ You made me bow 
to that idol before, by beating me: but i did not 
bow in my heart; and if you cut me to pieces, 
you shall never again make me bow to an idol.” 
His father immediately took the boy from school; 
but such is his desire to become better acquaint­
ed with the Scriptures, that he steals away when­
ever he can, and goes to the schoolmaster’s house 
to read them: he being a good man, lends the boy 
a light to read by; and while others are at rest, this 
little fellow often runs away, and sits up at night to 
read the Scriptures. It is said, that the conduct of 
this boy so much affected others in in the same 
school that they were almost induced to follow 
his example.—Missionary Herald.
THE TRUE PHILOSOPHY.
Christianity which rightly understood, is also the 
highest and the only true philosophy, not only sup­
plied the heartfelt wants of the common people, 
while it also expanded their minds, but it likewise 
stirred up the profundest thinkers to the very 
depths of their intellectual nature; and while ex­
ternally, it appeared as foolishness, yet to him who 
truly repented, perceived the misery of his sin, and 
experienced the power of the expiation of Jesus 
and of his sanctifying Spirit in his heart, depths 
of Divine wisdom were unlocked, which satisfied 
most perfectly all his longings after knowledge— 
so far, at least, as these longings do not spring 
from pride. Hence the holy apostle says, “For 
perfect Christians, we speak the highest wisdom, 
such, indeed, as does not accord with the wisdom 
of this world, which has been hidden from eternity, 
and which God by his own Spirit has revealed to 
our spirit.” 1 Cor. ii. 5—8.
Hence the acute scholars of the East and the 
profoundest sages of the West, hence an Augus­
tine, who united the greatest acuteness with the 
greatest depth of mind, could find in Christianity 
the most complete satisfaction of their longing af­
ter light. Only, it is true, this satisfying of the 
appetite for knowledge, which Christianity insures, 
differs from all others in this, that it presupposes 
a new birth of the soul; it presupposes a funda­
mental knowledge of our own hearts, and a child­
like humility proceeding from this self-knowledge: 
and even then, it promises a deeper knowledge 
only in proportion to the measure of real sanctifi­
cation in us, only in proportion to our experimen­
tal acquaintance with God. Christ is both the 
light of our intellect, and the life of our heart; but 
he must have become our life, that he may also 
thus become our light.—Tholuck.
POPERY.
Popery, in the ordinary state of its profession, 
combines the “form of godliness” with a total de­
nial of its power. A heap of unmeaing ceremo­
nies, adapted to fascinate the imagination, and en­
gage the senses; implcit faith, in human authority, 
combined with an utter neglect of Divine teaching; 
ignorance the most profound, joined to dogmatism 
the most presumptuous; a vigilant exclusion, of 
biblical knowledge, together, with a total extinc- 
of frequent inquiry; present the spectacle of reli­
gion lying in state, surrounded with the silent 
pomp of death. The very absurdities of such 
a religion render it less unacceptable to men 
whose decided hostility to truth, inclines them to 
view it with complacency. Of all corruption of 
Christianity, which have prevailed to any conside­
rable extent, Popery presents the most numerous 
points of contrast to the simple doctrines of the 
gospel; and just in proportion as it gains ground, 
the religion of Christ must decline. We feel a set­
tled persuasion, that Popery still is, what it always 
was a detestable system of impiety, cruelty, and 
imposture, fabricated by the Father of lies; and 
we feel thankful at any judicious attempt to ex­
pose its enormities and retard its progress.
SLAVE TRADE.
ORIGIN, CHARACTER AND EXTENT.
Henry, King of Portugal, under authority from 
three Roman pontiffs, as early as the year 1454, 
took possessions of several islands and havens on 
the coast of Africa, and took thence many slaves 
some by force, and some by barter. The Por­
tuguese first imported slaves into Hispaniola, in 
1508; and into their Brazilian colonies, in 1517. 
For more than three centuries, some of the Chris­
tian powers of Europe have been engaged in thin 
traffic: and, for more a century and a half, it was 
prosecuted ■ by all Christendom, with extraorordi- 
nary zeal and energy. The French Guinea Com­
pany contracted in 1702, to supply the Spanish 
West Indies with 38, 000 negroes, in ten years. 
In 1713, there was a treaty between England and 
Spain, for the importation of 14-4.000 negroes, in 
thirty years. Some have estimated the whole num­
ber of slaves, exported from Africa, since the ori­
gin of this trade, at 20,000,000.
The cruelties attending this trade are probably 
greater now than at any other former period. The 
slave ships are now crowded to excess, and the 
mortality is dreadful. In 1816, the African Insti­
tution ascertained, that one vessel of 180 tons, took 
530 slaves, of which 120 died on the passage to 
Tortola. Another of 270 tons, received 64-2 
slaves, and lost 140. Another vessel lost 200 out 
of 600. Another 96 out of 500. Another of 120 
tons, took on board 600 slaves, and though when 
captured, she had sailed but 80 leagues, she had 
lost 30, and many were in a dying state.
Dr. Phillip a distinguished missionary at the
POWER OF TRUTH ON A HEATHEN BOY.
A Heathen boy had been some time in one of
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Cape of Good Hope, estimates the number annu­
ally exported at 100,000! In 1823, Mr. Ashmum 
wrote from the colony, that at least 2000 slaves 
were annually exported from Capes Mount and 
Montserado. In 1824, the African institution 
reports 120,000 as the number exported from the 
coast, and presents adetailed list of the names 218 
vessels, believed to be engaged in the trade during 
that vear. In 1827, 125 vessels sailed from Cuba 
to Africa for slaves. Within the last eleven years, 
322,526 slaves have been imported into the single 
port of Rio Janeiro; that is, an average of 29,320 
annually.
The Colony of Libera has already done much 
and will do vastly more for the suppression of this 
atrocious trade.
SI a S S I O W A II Y.
GREEK MISSION.
We have before us a letter from Mrs. Ilill to a friend, dat­
ed April 25th, containing an account of the robbery of which 
we gave the details in our last. The following extract con­
tains some additional particulars of a pleasing character espe­
cially in relation to the confidence of the Missionaries in the 
security of their present situation.—Episcopal Rec.
“ This event has made us feel more sensibly than 
ever, that our only safeguard is the almighty, and 
with this assurance we lie down and sleep as sound­
ly and with as little fear as before it happened. 
I think we shall see in this, as in all God’s dispen­
sations, that what man means for evil will be over­
ruled for good. All the people have been aston­
ished at our preservation. They say, ‘ Give glory 
to God, for he alone has kept you from harm.”— 
Our landlord, apparently one of the roughest of 
the community, shed tears when he saw what had 
been done. ‘ Never mind, lady,’ he said to Mrs. 
IL, ‘you and your children are safe, my house 
is nothing if it had been all burnt. I will hav it 
repaired immediately.’ The whole community 
considers itself as injured by this attempt. They 
ask, ‘What will your friends say of us, that you 
should receive such a return for all that you have 
done. We beg you to write to and tell them, 
that these wretches are not Athenians, but stran­
gers, villians from abroad.’ One was from Corfu, 
the other born on Zea, and had lived many years 
in Constantinople; and as the Greeks understand 
the term strangers, they extend it to natives of the 
Ionian Islands, to whom they have no love, com­
munion, or respect from-------- to the criminal
now under sentence of death in the prison at 
Athens for burning our house. Our friends, need 
not consider us in more danger now than before 
this happened. The interest and sympathy of the 
community for us, and their indignation at the 
criminals, are marked and universal, and not con­
fined to the Greeks, for among the Turks, who have 
treated us well, wc have some warm and powerful 
friends, especially the Selhi Bashi, (Turkish Com­
mander,) who came to see us after the fire, to ex­
press his sorrows for us and indignation at the vil­
lainy. What,’said he, ‘do men fear neither God, 
nor Christ, nor the Prophet?’ ‘Give glory to God 
who saved you—he preserves good men—he watch­
ed over you so that these sons of the devil could 
never have harmed you.”.
From the Episcopal Recorder. 
EDUCATION IN GREECE.
The ladies connected with the Greek Mission, 
evince the deepest interest in the schools which 
they have continued to instruct through circum­
stances of difficulty and discouragement. Mrs. 
Robertson mentions, in a letter to a friend, that 
she was enabled through the favor of Providence 
to attend her class while in Tenos, without inter­
ruption from any cause. Nor was she prevevent- 
ed from attending closely in the school at Athens 
until sickness among her children called her off; 
just at this time the female teacher from Syra ar­
rived to supply her place. She is again actively 
engaged, and expresses a desire to obtain the 
means of carrying on the schools in a more extend­
ed and beneficial manner. She is especially de­
sirous to obtain a set of Infant school apparatus, 
with suitable books to render it useful. We are 
happy to afford, in the following extract (from a 
letter of Mrs. R. dated May 21st) another evi­
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dence of the encouragement with which theMission- 
aries meet in their labours, and the cheerful devo­
tedness with which they press forward towards the 
great objects for which they have sacrificed and 
endured so much.
“I repeat, we may be useful to any extent our 
means will allow. 'The Lord has hitherto blessed 
all our efforts in behalf of this people, and we are 
daily gaining influence among them. One of the 
most interesting scenes I ever witnesssed on mis­
sionary ground, took place a fortnight since in our 
School, on Sunday morning. Upwards of thirty 
children, who when we came knew not one letter 
from another, gave proofs from Scripture against 
lying. This is a sin to which they all seem strong­
ly addicted, and we wish in every possible way to 
convince them of its sinfulness. The Bishop of 
Tolanda, who arrived here just before Mr. It. left 
for Smyrna, is very friendly. He visited the schools 
freqently, and appears very much pleased with all 
our operations.”
We have had the pleasure to receive also a pri­
vate letter from Mrs. Hill on the subject. She 
asks—“Is there no way of interesting the females 
of our Church generally for the support of Female 
Education in Greece? She remarks in another 
place, “I have written to several individuals who 
I thought would be interested in the subjects, some 
of whom are personal friends, others I know on­
ly by name. I think some of our Virginia friends 
would we willing to contribute to this object. I 
assure them they could not confer a greater benefit 
on Greece than in assisting to procure instructions 
for her rising generation.” We have no doubt 
that there are many in this state who will cheer-- 
fully endeavor to promote her views. Her atten­
tion was naturally directed to this part of the 
Church in addressing one whom her associations 
from past events connected altogether with it; but 
she looks, wc doubt not, with equal confidence to 
numbers in various parts, who have already gen­
erously responded to the appeals of the Mission­
aries. The ready liberality of ladies in very ma­
ny of our Churches last spring, in the supply of 
clothing, &c., for the schools, proves that the mis­
sionary work is truly a labor of love, in which it is 
found to be more blessed to give than to receive.
The readers of the Missionary Paper have no­
ticed a contribution from a benevolent individual 
at the commencement of a fund for Infant Schools 
in Greece. We shall be pleased if the representa­
tions now made tend in any degree to increase it 
to the requisite amount. We trust that the appeals 
for assistance in this department will call into ac- 
ivity the zeal of Christian friends, until the Mis­
sionaries shall be enabled with promptness and 
confidence to enter every door of usefulness which 
opens before them.
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Omo Convention.—This Convention met in this place on 
Wednesday the 5tli inst. agreeably to adjournment and public 
notice. The delay of the Observer this week enables us to 
communicate the most important proceedings to the public.
The Convention met on the day of the commencement of 
Kenyon College. A conspicuous stranger from another Dio­
cese has in to-day’s paper, given such an account of the com­
mencement as makes any remarks by us unnecessary.
The most important business of the Convention was the 
re-election of the Rev. C. P. McIlvaine to the Episcopate 
of Ohio. The discussion on this subject was long, calm, and 
conclusive, there being a sufficient minority opposed to the 
measure to secure a serious debate. One clergyman, not pre­
sent at last Convention, was in this minority, and 13 laymen 
representing 6 parishes. The majority consisted of 12 cler­
gymen and 26 laymen representing 19 parishes. We speak of 
the majority and minority on the questions of vital interest to 
this Diocese.
If ever a diocese on an exciting and important question had 
fairly and decidedly expressed their sentiments and feelings, 
R has been done by the Diocese of Ohio. Every question 
was amply discussed and fully understood. Every man voted 
with a view to the past and the future, and as we may hereaf­
ter show the Convention was composed of persons—some in 
the minority and more in the majority standing in a peculiar 
relation to the question,—one that shows the opinion of the 
Convention to have been yet more decisive than appears from
the number of votes given in. But we must conclude that 
our paper may go to press.




1. Oration,-—Individual Influence, M. Mitchell, 
Philcmathesian.
2. Influence of Scepticism 
on Individual and Na­
tional Improvement,
F.H. McGuire,
J Nu Pi Kappa.
MUSIC.




4. iC The Drama, W. M. Tilghm:an,
Phi Phi Alpha.
MUSIC.
5. 6C Prospects and Future 
Greatness of Ohio, C. FI. Sigourney,
6. The French Nation, W. D. Wilson.
7. it National Literature as~
Influenced by a General 




8. Sepulchral Honors, D. Davis.
9. a Criticism------Bryant's
Poems, J. Denison.





The Degree of A. B. was conferred on D. Davis, J. Deni­
son, J. L. Miner and D. Potter, and that of A. M. on Rev. 
Messrs. Wing and Denison, and Messrs. Fuller and Finch.
. PROCLAMATION.
Whereas it hath pleased the Supreme Being to visit some 
portions of our much favored land, with that desolating and 
dreadful scourge, called the Asiatic Cholera, which for many 
years has afflicted various parts of the eastern hemisphere, but 
has recently made its appearance in many of our cities, and has 
now extended its ravages to some parts of this State: And 
whereas I have been requested by ministers of the Gospel, of 
various denominations, as well as by many persons belonging 
to the different churches, to recommend to the people of this 
State, a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer to Almighty 
God;—and that they may, with singleness of heart, humble 
themselves before Him who rules and governs all,—confess 
their sins, supplicate his mercy, deprecate his judgments, and 
earnestly entreat Him, through the mediation of our Redeem­
er, to arrest “the pestilence that walketh in darkness, and the 
destruction that wastetli at noonday.” And believing that 
such an observance would be acceptable to the Deity, and that 
it would meet with the cordial approbation of all who trust in 
an overruling Providence: Now, therefore, I, Duncan 
McArthur, Governor of the State of Ohio, do, by this my 
proclamation, recommend to my fellow citizens, that Thursday, 
the 13fA of September next, be by them set apart as a day of 
fasting, humiliation, and prayer to God, that he may avert 
from us this dreadful calamity, which has in its progress prov­
ed so fatal. Very respectfully, your fellow citizen,
DUNCAN McARTFIUR. 
Executive Office, Ohio, August 13, 1832.
Delaware—The forty-second annual Convention of our 
Church in this Diocese was held on the 9th of June. There 
were present at its sittings the Rt. Rev. Bishop White, offi­
ciating under the 20th Canon ot 1808; four clergymen and 
thirteen lay delegates, with three clergymen not entitled to seats. 
There are now within this State only five clergymen of our 
Church; four of whom have parochial cures; the fifth, Mr. 
Clemson, superintends the self-supporting school near Wil­
mington. Yet it numbers sixteen churches and chapels.
The parochial reports give the results which follow. It is 
an interesting fact, which appears from the reports in several 
of the journals of the present year, that a large proportion of 
the baptized have been adults. Communicants, (added in two 
parishes—no specification in the others, 22,) 225;—baptisms, 
(adults 14,) 37. There are, it appears from the address of 
Bishop White, given below, two candidates for holy orders in 
the Diocese. “ Some of the parishes,” says Bishop Ondcr- 
donk, “are flourishing; most of the others appear to have im­
proved : but there are several which require the attention of 
at least one or two missionaries.” In compliance with the 
recommendation of Bishop Onderdonk, measures were adopt­
ed at th,e Convention for giving efficiency to the missionary 
operations of our brethren in Delaware.
Standing Committee.—Rev. S. W. l’restman, Rev. Daniel 
Higbee, and John Cummins and Henry W. Ilidgley, Esqs.
Delegates to the General Convention—Rev. Messrs. Prest- 
man, Higbee, Pardee, and Piggott; and Messrs. Cummins, 
Paynter, Mansfield, and Booth.
Secretary of the Convention.—Evan H. Thomas, Esq., 
New-castle.
Tennessee—The 28th, 29tli and 30th days of June last, 
were occupied with the proceedings of the Convention of our
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Church in Tennessee, at Nashville; of which an outline has 
already appeared in the Churchman; (No. 19.) This diocese 
was organized under the auspices of Bishop Ravenscroft, of 
North Carolina, July 1829. The number of clergy, (inclu­
ding Messrs. John Chilton, and Samuel G Litton, admitted 
deacons by Bishop Ives, at the late Convention) is now 6;— 
congregations, 7;—candidates for orders, 1.—The corner-, 
stone of the first Church was laid, July 5, 1830; and it was 
consecrated July 6, 1831. The present number of Churches 
is 3. The parochial reports exhibit statistics as follows: 
Communicants (added in past year, 21;) 73;*—Baptisms, 
21.—Confirmed (by Bishop Meade in 1831; and Bishop Ives,
1832,) 40__ Sunday Schools, 3; Sunday Scholars, upward of
200__ The names of the Standing Committee and of the dele­
gation to the General Convention, were given in our notice 
alluded to above.
Secretary of Convention, G. M. Fogg, Esq., Nashville.— 
The next Convention will be held in Franklin, Williamson 
county, Thursday, June 29 1832—Churchman.
Bishop of Calcutta.—A public breakfast was given on Wed­
nesday, June, 13, by the inhabitants of Islington, at Canon- 
bury tavern, as a mark of their esteem and affection for their 
worthy pastor, the Bishop of Calcutta, previous to his depar­
ture from England. Mr. Woodward, the late Churchwarden 
of St. Mary’s, Islington, took the chair. A silver inkstand 
and time-peace, value 150Z. each, were presented to the bishop. 
About 300 ladies and gentlemen were present__ London paper.
The British Reformers—An English correspondent, in 
a recent letter, gives the following interesting item of intel­
ligence. “The Religious Tract Society, instituted in 1799, 
has just completed in twelve volumes 12mo, beautifully prin­
ted, the most important writings of the British Reformers; 
nearly one half of which do not appear in any of the modern 
reprints, and many pieces, particularly Wiclif’s, have never 
been printed. They comprise the select works of Wiclif, 
Bradford, Latimer, Ridley, Philpot, Tindal, Frith, Barnes 
Becon, (chaplain to Cranmer,) Rogers, Cranmer, Saunders, 
Taylor, Careless, Edward VL, Jewell, Lady Jane Grey, 
Coverdale, &c. &c. The work is stereotyped at the expense of 
an individual, whose name is not known. Each volume sells in 
cloth boards for 4s. 8d. If printed in 8vo., it might be charg­
ed at 14s. per volume__ The Religious Tract Society is chiefly
supported by the pious dissenters, and by some members of 
the Church of England. Many of its tracts have a Calvinis- 
tic leaning. But the major part, now amounting to hundreds, 
are so excellent, that they may be circulated by any one. 
Their reward books, and entertaining books for schools and 
village libraries, are many of them unexceptionable in the 
highest sense of the word. The ‘Guide to Scripture, and 
Summary of Scripture Antiquities,’ are pre-eminently excel­
lent. This society has rendered admirable service by circu­
lating many thousands of anti-infidel tracts.” We have seen 
from their press in the shape of penny, and half-penny tracts, 
parts of Mr. Horne’s excellent book, “ Deism Refuted. ”— 
Banner of the Church.
St. Peter’s Church, Auburn—The corner-stone of a new 
edifice, to be erected upon the site of that lately destroyed by 
fire, for the use of this congregation, was laid on the afternoon 
of the 10th instant.— Churchman.
At a late Confirmation held by the Bishop of Oxford 379 
persons received that apostolic rite, and it is stated that a pe­
culiarly solemn attention pervaded the Assembly, especially 
while the Bishop delivered an impressive charge.— Gospel 
Messenger.
GENERAL summary.
Black Hawk’s Invasion—This bold fellow, who has oc­
casioned so much distress on the North Western Frontier, for 
some months past, has at length paid pretty dearly for his 
temerity. His whole loss down to the 3rd of August, is esti­
mated at 400 killed and 150 prisoners. About 150 were slain 
i‘ the engagement of the 2d inst. particulars of which were 
givm in our last,—23 to 25 in the affair of the Steamboat 
Wahfior, on the 1st inst.—68 in the action with Gens. Dodge 
and Fenry on the Ouisconsin,—and about 200 in various 
skirmishes previously. The 70 prisoners were taken on the 
engagement of the 2d inst. About 100 horses were also 
taken. It the affair with the steam-boat Warrior, it is esti­
mated that the Indians fired from 1,500 to 2,500 balls. They 
however proved themselves very bad marksmen, unless the 
boat was too distant for the range of their muskets, as only 
60 of their shots struck her, and only one man on board was 
wounded. Nothing certain is known of the fate of Black 
Hawk. A prisoner reports, that the man u ho stood next to 
him, was killed by the first discharge of the six pounder on 
board the boat, and that in the midst of the action, he himself 
retreated up the river.
Liberia.—We have been permitted to peruse a letter from 
an emigrant at Monrovia, formerly of this city, dated May 
14, 1832. The writer speaks in terms of the highest satis­
faction of the colony; and though called to suffer deeply in 
the loss of relatives who went out in company, through im­
prudence while recovering from the fever of the country, does 
not deem the danger from it at all considerable, where proper 
prudence is exercised. Persons from the southern portions 
of our country are affected by it very slightly. The writer 
speaks of Mr. and Mrs. Caesar as well, and in circumstances 
of usefulness and comfort. He is engaged as a surveyor, and 
she teaches a school. From this letter we infer, that with a 
view to the purchase of food, &c., from the natives, it is very 
desirable that emigrants provide themselves with articles for 
traffic; and, the common comforts of our homes are costly 
there, with such quantities of these as their means will allow | 
them to export,— Churchman. 1
LITERARY.
Yale College—The commencement was celebrated on 
Wednesday last. The degree of A. B. was conferred on 52 
young gentlemen.
On T uesday a poem was delivered before the Connecticut 
Alpha of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, by Alanson Hamlin, 
Esq. of Bridgeport. Considerable disappointment was felt 
from the failure of the Hon. Edward Everett as orator for 
the occasion. A letter from this gentleman assigned as the 
reason of the failure a misapprehension as to the time of hold­
ing the commencement. He was reappointed for next year, 
and the Hon. Daniel Webster as his substitute. The Hon. 
Theodore Dwight, of New-York, was appointed to deliver a 
poem on the same occasion, and Professor Woolsey, substitute.
On Tuesday evening the Society of the Alumni held then 
annual meeting in the College Chapel. In pursuance of the 
plan to raise $100,000 for the College, subscriptions have been 
obtained to the amount of $87,000. To make the subscrip­
tions binding the whole sum of $100,000 must be made up 
before the first of December next.
College Record.—Geneva College. At the late Commence­
ment of this Institution, the degree of A. B. was conferred 
upon the following graduates,—John Barker, Edward Forbes, 
George M. Rice, and Philemon H. Fowler.
The degree of A. M. upon George Woodruff, an alumnus, 
and the honorary degree of A. M. upon George F. Leitch, a 
graduate of Union College, and J. II. Quimby, a graduate 
of Dartmouth College.
Alumni of Yale College__ From the triennial Catalogue of
this Institution, it appears that the number of graduates is 
4,609,—of whom 2,506 are living. Among the graduates are 
1110 ministers, of whom 476 are living.
Messrs. Gray & Bowen of this city are about putting to 
press a collection of the works of the late Sir James McIn­
tosh.—lb.
American Literature.—Strange as it may sound to English 
ears, it may truly be said of America,—that country which 
was treated with so much supercilious contempt by the Quar­
terly Review only a few years since—that she has given to the 
parent state her most popular system of divinity, and her best 
English lexicon. It is scarcely necessary for us to add that 
we are referring to Dwight’s Theology and Noah Webster’s 
Dictionary.—London Patriot.
Boohs in the Western States.—Jt is stated by intelligent 
book-sellers in some of the western cities, that very little trash 
in their line finds its way beyoftd the mountains. Orders 
thence are filled with titles generally well selected. Standard 
books are as much in vogue there as they were in the Atlan­
tic States 40 years ago.
Locality of the Cholera in New-York :—The cases have 
been by far the most numerous in Orange, Mulberry, and 
Laurens streets; each of which have had reported from one 
to two hundred cases. For instance, m Orange street, No. 
20 has had 10, Nos. 37, 7; 39, 10; No. 61, 12: No 89, 9; 
and many other dwellings 4 and 5 each. Four houses in Lit­
tle Water street, numbers 3, 4, 5, and 7, have had 33 cases. 
The streets in the Sixth Ward, at and near the Five Points, 
furnish about eight hundred cases within the last four weeks; 
and if those taken to the hospitals from that ward were added, 
it is probable that the number would amount to full twelve 
hundred. By the late census, the Sixth Ward contained 
13,570 inhabitants. If we deduct those residing in the ward 
in high and respectable streets, and also the number that have 
left the city, or ward, the number left in the crowded and filthy 
portions will probably be about 10,000, of this number, at 
least 1,200 have had the disease, and full half have died; a 
degree ot mortality seldom equalled in any country. On an 
examination of the sections of the city, where the disease has 
prevailed the most, it will be found that they are all principally 
made ground, or ground that has been filled in.—Daily Adv.
Progress of the Cholera in Boston.—A third case of malig­
nant cholera occurred in this city on Friday 24th Aug., nine 
days after the two formerly mentioned. George W. Schaffer, 
a lad 10 years old. was taken at 2 o’clock in the morning; had 
medical aid at linlf past six; and died at half past eleven.— 
The house, No. 3 Carver-street, had been complained of. 
The cellar appeared to be clean, but on removing the planks, 
the commissioners found mud and stagnant water. The nui­
sance had not been removed when the above case occurred.— 
Two other members of the family have since been sick, but 
not dangerously.
Two physicians in N. Y. say that the notion that Port wine 
is a preventive of Cholera is a delusion. If people must 
drink wine, say they the soft wines are preferable to the rough.
The experience of Norfolk is worth something in relation 
to quarantine regulations. Ever since the breaking out of the 
disease in New York, there has been an uninterrupted inter­
course between that city and this place by means of steam­
boats, packets, public and private carriages, and not less than 
15,000 of their citizens have passed through this town, within 
that time, flying from the pestilence.
For weeks in succession from 300 to 500 passengers a day 
were landed upon our wharves from the steam-boat; our pub­
lic houses have been filled to overflowing; almost every private 
house in the town from one end of it to the other, has or has 
had some of the refugees for its inmates, and yet not a single 
case of the cholera has occurred among these 15,000, either 
on board the boat, or in this town, nor any where else that we 
have heard of, nor has a single case occurred in the town, ex­
cept those reported on the banks of the river which divides 
Norfolk from Fairfield.—Norwalk Gazette.
The Canadian Courant of August 4th states, that on the 
Island of Montreal, since the breaking out of the Cholera, 
2,000 persons have died of this disease. The rate of deaths 
to the whole population is one out of every eighteen.
A New City—We understand that the Hon. Daniel Web­
ster, Stephen White, and Gen. William II. Summer, have 
purchased the Island in our harbor called William’s Island, for 
$70,000, for the purpose of erecting dwelling houses thereon, 
and building up a little City for summer residences. The 
streets have been already laid out, and the buildings will be 
commenced forthwith.—Boston Gazette.
A trajical affair happened at Manchester, on Wednesday 
morning last. Mr. Paul Standley, bricklayer, put an end 
to his life in the following manner. He procured a gun des­
titute of a lock, secured the breech to the foot of a tree, by 
placing stones on it, the muzzle was raised on a crotch about 
one fpot,—he then took off' his coat and vest, seated himself on 
a board before the gun, struck fire with tinder, lighted a match 
he had placed in the end of a stick and touched the priming, 
when the charge went oft', one bail passed through his heart, 
and the other lodging in his side, killed him instantly. He 
was a native of Beverly, and has lived in Manchester about 
five years. For a year past he has been intemperate and lived 
unhappy in his family. He was 38 years of age, and left a 
wife and seven children.
At the navy yard in Charlestown. Mass, one day last week, 
Lieut. Hemans, of the Erie, had some words with the Purser, 
and finally struck him, when the purser stabbed him in the 
back with his dirk. The wound was not very severe. We 
learn that Commodore Bainbridge immediately caused the 
parties to be arrested.
The Charleston Patriot of August 17, says:—The slave, 
named William, the husband and property of Mary Douglass, 
a free colored woman, who was found guilty before a Court of 
Magistrates and Freeholders on the 4tli inst. for Wounding 
Messrs. G. W. Cramer and R. E. Kimball, was executed 
this morning in the jail yard, and his body given for dis­
section.
Constant Polari, otherwise called Carara, who has long been 
imprisoned in this city for stealing the jewels of the Prince of 
Orange, has been delivered up to the Dutch authorities and 
has sailed for Europe. It is said that his theft will not forfeit 
his life in the country in which he committed it.
A horrid act was supposed to have been committed about 
five miles from N. Y. last week. A boy, six years old, was 
found dead, strangled by a rope, and probably bv his own fa­
ther. Search was made for the murderer, when he was found 
drowned in the Hudson river, having probably added suicide 
to murder.
A snake’s nest has been found in Amelia county, Va. A 
ploughman turned up a nest of eggs, the color of turtles’ eggs 
and about the size (not larger.) On breaking them, he found 
in every egg a live snake between 6 and 7 inches long, and 
nearly as large as a man’s little finger. When the snake was 
out of the egg, from its size, you would have thought it im­
possible it could have been enclosed in so small a compass. 
There were thirty-two eggs. Several gentlemen and myself 
examined them together, and were of opinion they were the 
kind of snake called Moeasin.
Counterfeit two dollar notes of the Manhattan bank in this 
city (N. Y.) are in circulation.
By an arrival at this port, says the New York Weekly Mes­
senger, news have been received from France up to the 19th 
and 20th of July.
The Cholera was raging in Paris with considerable violence. 
Deaths on the 18th, 205, viz. at large 152, hospitals 53. In­
crease from the previous day, 35. Admitted to the Hospi­
tals, 118; cured 21. Died of other diseases, 48-
A Vienna date of July 7th states that the Cholera contin­
ues to cany off many victims in that city.
Paris, July 18.—For some time past, much has been said 
concerning the armaments at Brest and Toulon. All the 
other seaports are likewise full of activity. It would seem 
that we are actually preparing for a conflict both by land and 
sea; for we are able to announce as a certain fact, that a con­
siderable order for muskets and other fire arms has recently 
been executed on account of the government. The barrels of 
these muskets were made in France, the stocks in Belgium, 
and the other parts in other places. The orders were distri­
buted in this manner, in order to elude the notice of the 
public.
Paris, July 17__ Rumors of the invasion of Switzerland
by Austrian troops have been spread through all the Helvetic 
Cantons. This has arisen from the appearance of certain 
Austrian officers on the Frontiers of Tyrol and Lombardy, 
making examinations under the pretext of establishing lines 
of health. Letters from Milan speak constantly of the con­
centration of Austrian troops on the borders of Switzerland.
Mexico__ Santa Anna, who is now Working himself into
the presidential chair of Mexico in the usuol manner, i. e. by 
the sword, is said to he a great enemy to priestly domination, 
which in that country is one of the greatest nuisances that ex­
ists. Persons well versed in the affairs of Mexico, tell us }hat 
if he succeeds he will bring about a material reform in this 
respect. That he will succeed appears now to be highly pro­
bable. The question however is to be deeidtd by arms, all 
efforts at compromise having proved unavailing. It is said 
that soon after the recommencement of hostilities, about 180 
citizen soldiers in the interest of Santa Anna, were attacked 
near Jalapa by 420 government troops, who took them pri­
soners, andVhen shot all the officers on the spot__ Com. Adv.
The University of Wilna has been suppressed by an Impe­
rial Ukase. Its library (of 200,000 volumes) is ordered to be 
removed to Russia.—Bost. Rec.
The Landers’ expedition to Africa left Liverpool on the 
12th July. It consists of the brig Columbine, of 470 tons, 




The following translation from the French of Victor. Hu­
go, a living poet, is from the last number of the foreign 
Quarterly Review. It is adapted to the measure ol the Ori­
ginal. We think that mothers, at least, cannot read it with­
out emotion.—Aryus.
INFANCY.
In the dusky court,
Near the altar laid,
Sleeps the child in shadow
Of his mother’s bed:
Softly he reposes,
And his lids of roses,
Clos’d to earth, uncloses 
On the heaven o’erliead.
Many a dream is with him,
Fresh from fairy land;
Spangled o’er with diamonds
Seems the ocean sand;
Suns are gleaming there,
Troops of Ladies fair 
Souls of Infants bear 
In their charming hand.
O ! enchanting vision !
Lo, a rill up springs 
And from out its bosom
Comes a voice that sings.
Lovelier there appear 
Sire and sisters dear,
While his mother near 
Plumes her new-born wings.
But a brighter vision 
Yet his eyes behold:
Roses all and lillies
Every path unfold:
Lakes in shadow sleeping,
Silver fishes leaping,
And the waters creeping
Through the reeds of gold.
Slumber on, sweet Infant 
Slumber peacefully;
Thy young soul yet knows not
What thy lot may be.
Like dead leaves that sweep 
Down the stormy deep,
Thou art borne in sleep—
What is all to thee?
Thou canst slumber by the way,
Thou hast learnt to borrow
Nought from study, nought from care;
The cold hand of sorrow 
On thy brow unwrinkled yet,
Where young truth and candor sit,
Ne’er with rugged pen hath writ 
That sad word, “ To-morrow !”
Innocent! thou sleepest—
See! the heavenly band,
Who foreknow the trials
That for man are plann’d;
Seeing him unarmed,
Unfearing, unalarmed,
With their tears have warmed
His unconscious hand.
Angels, hov’ring o’er him,
Kiss him where he lies;
Hark ! he sees them weeping,
“Gabriel!” he cries:
“ Hush !” the angel says,
On his lip he lays 
One finger, one displays
His native skies.
MISCELL A.NY.
Madame Lafayette in Olmutz—General Holstein, a 
distinguished French gentleman now residing we believe in 
Rochester in this state, was an early friend of Gen. Lafayette 
and his family, and contrived to visit them in the dreary dun­
geon of Olmutz. He had by private letters given notice to 
the illustrious prisoners of his intention—had bribed a Cap­
tain M. attached to the Austrian service to introduce him as 
his cousin in a splendid Austrian uniform, and thus gain lib­
erty to see the dungeons to which Capt. M. had access. They 
had made all the necessary arrangements for the enterprize:__
The next day M. was punctual and 1 ready. The old gov­
ernor received me as the cousin of count M. with the greatest 
kindness and friendship, and our request to visit the fortifica­
tions, &c. was immediately^granted without the least difficulty. 
Thus we went on laughing heartily at the trick played on His 
Excellency! But when I approached the gloomy prison, 
those high and dark walls in which my friends were'shut up, 
my feelings became of the most solemn and painful nature; 
but 1 restrained them. I was now an Austrian officer and 
not the friend of Lafayette. The guard was under arms, 
M. presented me to the officer, his friend, as his cousin, who 
had the permission from the governor to visit the interior of 
the prisons, &e. All was going on perfectly well and the 
officer showed me the greatest kindness and attention. The 
keepers with their bonnets under the arm, the numerous
Taken at his Word.—Not long since, a man, who had 
not lost all regard for public opinion, entered a retailing store 
in this county for the purpose of procuring ardent spirits; but 
being sensible that his reputation for sobriety did npt rest upon 
the surest basis, and that certain unfortunate whispers and 
suspicions respecting his private habits were abroad in the 
t community, he felt that to call for a jug of rum. to drink, was 
1 not the best way to refute the impious scandal. Still, howev­
er, he wanted the rum, and must have it; and as for public 
opinion, why, he would gull it with some pretext. With this 
vain hope he marched up to the counter, not even then in the 
most temperate state of body or mind, and called for new rum, 
-. j i , i- , , ,taking particular care to add that he wanted it to dissolve cam-
guards crossed slowly and m the deepest silence the dark and ! phor in! The merchant took the jug, drew the liquor, and 
S °°Wood°"‘- Lr3yC™ 8 d’mg?°n’ then proceeded to saturate it with camphor. “ Ah! stop there
my Ihome
I ie second door « tis of no consequence at all; I had just as soon furnish the
was opened; an horrible pestilential smell greeted us; an1
what 1 Saw and how 1 felt at this moment, it is impossible to 
describe. Not a single word was spoken. M. directed the 
officer to take me by his side, where I remained standing at 
the entry of the inner door, whilst M. and the keeper entered 
as usual. The whole family were united and expected me ; 
but so well had I urged them not to make the least sign ot 
intelligence, that none of those surrounding us could suspect 
me. 'Madam de Lafayette was seated at an old and dirty ta­
ble in an arm chair surrounded with pillows, her feet upon a 
small bench upon which was a blanket, her face was towards 
the door. It was full of expression and her fine eyes glancing 
at me were raised to heaven; but how changed, how ghastly 
were her features. Her whole frame was worn out by bodily 
and mental sufferings. I cursed at this moment, the trium­
virate, and every Austrian tyrant from the bottom of my 
heart! The Gen. was sitting next to her, holding her hand 
in his and looking by secret glances upon me, whilst M. spoke 
to Madame de Lafayette. The two daughters were standing 
behind their venerable parents. Virginia, the younger, had 
her fine face leaning upon the chair of her mother and smiled 
three or four times in stolen glances upon me. I was at 
times highly pleased hy these indications of regard, while at 
others I was much afraid that their exclamations might betray 
me. All had the ghastly aspect of severe suffering, and 1 was 
much hurt at their melancholy appearance. The keeper and 
jailor having finished their business, which lasted not ten min­
utes, M. fearing for us and for himself, all retired and the 
doors were shut again. I abstain from any reflection on the 
melancholy feelings which possessed me.
The American Inventor in London.—Mr. Perkins may 
be considered in the light of a benefactor to his species, inas­
much as his wonderful improvement in the art of killing must 
eventually lead to the abolition of war. To give some idea 
of the powers and capabilities of his steam cannon, let the 
reader fancy a metal tube of any given calibre, connected with 
a compact steam apparatus of proportionate power, and move 
able at pleasure in any direction, by means of a universal joint. 
With one fourth additional force to that of gunpowder, it will 
propel a stream of bullets, whether musket or cannon ball, at 
the rate of seventy-eight in four seconds, for any length of 
time during which the steam power may be kept up. No­
thing mortal, or that is made by mortal hands, can stand 
against such a resistless attack. One gun is in itself a battery 
in perpetual and incessant'action, moving horizontally or ver­
tically, sweeping in a semicircular range, and pouring all the 
while a continued volley of balls, with unerring precision 
when directed pointblank. Two of these guns in a ship 
would sink any vessel instantly; and what force could pass by 
such a battery on land; the very appearance of one on the 
field of battle, would clear it of living beings, either by put­
ting them to flight or to death. The gun is fired every hour; 
and it is fixed so that the ball can only hit a target at the 
other end of the room. The noise it makes in firing is little 
more than that caused by the rush of a column of steam from 
a narrow apperture, with the addition of the noise of the 
balls hitting the target. Strange to relate, there is not the 
slightest danger to alarm the most timid female, It is curious 
to see a small tube of polished steel spitting (for that is most 
expressive of its action) forth a shower of bullets and steam 
without the least apparent eifort.
Improvement of-the Steam Engine.—A great improve­
ment in the steam engine has been recently made by Mr. G. 
Ronaldson, of South Shields. This engine has three cylin­
ders from one boiler, with the connecting rods on a triangu­
lar crank, so that while one piston is moving upwards, another 
is going down, and another passing the centre, the pistons 
following each other in a regular division of time, and com­
pletely balancing each other as far as weight and pressure are 
concerned, the sides of course moving upon a smaller triangu­
lar crank. This engine has nearly as complete an equability 
and uniformity of motion as it is possible to procure from a 
rotatory engine. The necessity of a fly-wheel is altogether 
superseded. It is so steady in its motion, indeed, as hardly to 
affect the frame on which it stands, and makes so little noise 
that it would scarcely be known to work, were it not seen to 
do so. Such an engine must necessarily be of great use in 
steamboats, in cotton factories, and in those manufactories at 
Birmingham and Sheffield where fine metal work is wrought. 
An engine of this description will go in less bounds than those 
of the ordinary construction. A space of five feet four inches, 
will hold from 15 to 50 horse power; and engines of 20 horse 
power on this plan may be set within a frame only 5 feet 
square. The present is a high pressure engine, but very slight 
alteration would give it the condensing principle. From the 
greatest power it possesses, however, at comparatively a light 
pressure of steam, it appears to be quite as secure as any con. 
densing engine could be made.
camphor gratis as not.” Further remonstrance was in vam;
the camphor was in, and the rum was spoilt. The poor man, 
though sorely against his will, was obliged to submit, and 
marched off with his jug of camphor, looking, for all the 
world, like the Vicar of Wakefield with his gross of green 
spectacles__ Jour. Humanity.
Cleanliness of Bees—Among other virtues possessed by 
bees, cleanliness is one of the most marked : they will not suf­
fer the least filth in their abode. It sometimes happens that 
an ill advised slug, or an ignorant snail, chooses to enter the 
hive, and has even the audacity to walk over the comb; the 
presumptious and foul intruder is quickly killed. But his gi­
gantic carcase is not so speedily moved. Unable to trans­
port the corpse out of their dwelling, and fearing the noxious 
smells arising from corruption, the bees adopt an efficacious 
mode of protecting themselves; they embalm their offensive 
enemy by covering him over with propolis; both Muraldi and 
Reaumer have seen this. The latter observed that a snail had 
just entered the hive and fixed itself to the glass side, just as it 
does against walls until the rain shall invite it to thrust out 
its head beyond its shell. The bees it seems did not like the 
interloper, and not being able to penetrate the shell with their 
sting, took a hint from the snail itself, and instead of covering 
it all over with propolis, the cunning economists fixed it im- 
moveably by cementing merely the edge of the orifice of the 
shell to the glass with their resin, and thus it became a pris­
oner for life, for rain cannot dissolve this cement, as it does 
that which the insect itself uses__ Scientific Tracts.
Unparalleled Parsimony__ Monsieur Vandeville was
one of the most remarkable men in Paris for bis avarice. In 
the year 1735 he was worth one million sterling. At the age 
of 32 he contracted a fever, which obliged him to send, for 
the first time in his life, for a surgeon to bleed him, who ask­
ing him ten-pence for the operation, was dismissed. He sent 
for an apothecary, but he was as high in his demand. He 
sent for a barber, who at length agreed to undertake the ope­
ration for three-pence a time; but says the stingy old fellow, 
“How often will it be requisite to bleed?” Three times, an­
swered the barber. “And what quantity of blood do you in­
tend to take?” About eight ounces, was the answer. “ That 
will be nine-pence—too much—too much,” said the miser, “ I 
have determined to adopt a cheaper way—take the whole 
quantity you design to take at three times at once, and it will 
save me sixpence; this being insisted upon, he lost 34 ounces 
of blood, which caused his dissolution in a few days, and he 
left his immense property to the King.
Look and Learn—A correspondent states that a well- 
dressed woman, accompanied by an apparently genteel man, 
was seen walking through one of the streets at the southerly 
part of the city yesterday morning, in a state of intoxication. 
She afterwards sat down on the pavement and resisted all the 
intreaties of her companion to proceed. Being left alone, 
she lay down and went to sleep. One of the passers-by, pin­
ned a label to her clothing—“ look and learn !” After be­
ing exposed for some time in this manner to the gaze of nu­
merous spectators, some one took pity on the miserable wretch, 
laid her upon a wheelbarrow, and trundled her off to some less 
public situation.—Boston Courier,
Extraordinary Block of Granite__ The Emperor Nich­
olas is about to erect a monument in honor of his brother 
Alexander. For this purpose a single block of granite has 
been procured, which is to be shaped into a column of 12 feet 
in diameter, and 84 in height. The block is said to weigh 
nearly 250 tons, and for two years 600 people have been em­
ployed in detaching it from the quarry, and preparing it for, 
removal, and a vessel has been built solely for the purpose of 
transporting it.—Athenaum
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